
 



F = m∂2x/∂t2 

E = mc2 

Gμν = (8πG/c2)Tμν 

The nature of physical law 





Universe generating  

mechanism 

puff 



The universe, matter 

Mathematics 

Life and mind 



Laws are… 

• Absolute 

• Universal 

• Timeless, immutable 

• Perfect, infinitely precise, mathematical 

relationships 

• Independent of states of the world 



laws physical states 



“An intellect which at any given moment knew all of the forces that 

 animate nature and the mutual positions of the beings that compose it, 

 if this intellect were vast enough to submit the data to analysis,  

 could condense into a single formula the movement of the greatest  

 bodies of the universe and that of the lightest atom; for such an intellect 

 nothing could be uncertain and the future just like the past would be  

 present before its eyes." 

 

Pierre Laplace 



The laws are imprinted on the universe at the moment of its birth 



Central claim 

• The concept of an externally imposed set of 

infinitely-precise transcendent immutable time-

symmetric mathematical relationships (“laws of 

physics”), together with their attendant 

mathematical entities such as real numbers, is an 

idealization with no justification in science, and 

represents an act of faith that is a hangover from 

European medieval theology and Platonic 

philosophy. 



“It from bit” 

We investigate nature via discrete yes-no 

acts of  interrogation, and deduce physical 

laws as an idealized thread connecting the  

resulting informational bits, so… 

 

Laws are informational patterns 

 



Matter 

Information 



“The laws we discover about  nature 

do not already exist as „Laws of 

Nature‟ in the outside world.” 

 

  Anton Zeilinger 



Wheeler‟s law: 

“There is no law except the law that there 

is no law” 

The appearance of law emerges „from 

higgledy-piggledy…‟ 



Universe as computer: 

laws as software 

John Wheeler Seth Lloyd David Deutsch 

Ed Fredkin Stephen Wolfram 



“The calculative process, just like the measurement process,  

is subject to some limitations.  A sensible theory of physics 

must respect these limitations, and should not invoke calculative 

routines that in fact cannot be carried out.” 

Rolf Landauer 

Information is physical! 



Self-consistent loop 

• The laws tell nature how to compute 

• Computation tells nature how to legislate 



laws physical states 



Seth Lloyd 

Information bound is time dependent 

10122 bits 

today 

I  I  t2 



The universe has finite 

 computational resources 

 I ≤ 2πkER/ħc 

10122 bits 



Macroscopic Poincaré fluctuations 

 

Boltzmann brains 



Truncating the quantum vacuum 

ρ = ½ћcL–1∑ ω ~ ω4, ω→ ∞ 

 

ω = ωP,            ρ ~ 10122 ρobserved 

k 

ρ ~ ћcL–4∑n4 

Hubble radius 

10122 

ρ ~ 109Jm–3  ~ ρobserved  

ρobserved ~ √ρP ρH 

_____ 



n particles → 2n possible states 

2n ~ 10122  → n ~ 400 particles  

A possible experimental test! 



The trans-Planckian mode problem 

uj = ∑(αjiui + βjiui*) 
i = 0 

∞ 
– 

exp(iωeu/4M) 

e3,000,000 after 

1 minute! 



Seth Lloyd 

Information bound is time dependent: 

I ~ t2 

10122 bits 

today 

I  

1020 bits at the 

time of inflation 



“This work is based on the idea that… [the] resources required to  

determine the properties of systems may influence what is true in  

physics and mathematics at a foundational level.” Paul Benioff 



laws physical states 

But… what is the feedback mechanism? 



 



Wheeler‟s delayed-choice experiment 



 



Hawking and Hertog 



“It is feasible and even suggestive to consider an extension 

of quantum mechanics to include both a wavefunction  

arriving from the past and a second „destiny‟ wavefunction  

coming from the future.” 



laws 


